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ANTHONY PERESSINI DOMINIC PERESSINI



Ramanujan with the notion of a proof in mathematics for fear of ruining his 
innate capabilities. Add to this that to a large extent the standard account of 
the life of Ramanujan is a romantic invention and we consider our point 
made (see Kanigel [1991] for a more ‘realistic’ biography of Ramanujan.) 





 A similar concern is present in the contribution of Robert Thomas, 
“The Comparison of Mathematics with Narrative”. However, Thomas walks a 



incommensurability – the problem of whether or not it is possible to compare 

guaranteed at all places and at all times? – he does a wonderful job, 





The Confluence of Mathematics and 
Mathematical Activity”. They both share the concern to show that 
mathematics and its philosophy on the one hand, and mathematics education 
and its philosophy on the other hand, have a lot to share. Do note that for 
both of them the idea to understand the proof concept as a social construct 
(we repeat, once again, without implying any form of deep relativism) is 
pivotal. For one thing, instead of the image whereby the ideal notion of 

up to this point (mostly implicitly, sometimes explicitly) indicate: if 



logico-formal proof is transferred to the educational setting, we now have 
the image of a particular concept, viz. “proof”, arising in a particular 
community, usually referred to as “the” mathematicians, and then being 
transferred into a totally different setting, namely, the teaching context. Seen 
thus, there is little need for an exact copy of the proof concept in the 
classroom. Hence, all kinds of questions pop up: What kind of proof is 
required for pupils to get a ‘good’ feeling for mathematics? How do other 
arguments (here Aberdein’s paper is clearly relevant) function in the 
classroom? How do philosophical elements enter into the very same 
classroom? 

not often addressed, if at all, and equally often considered to be a borderline 

the paper by Ad Meskens, “The Importance of a Journal for Mathematics 
Teachers”, are mathematics teachers writing for mathematics teachers. What 

Hersh’s “On the Interdisciplinary Study of Mathematical Practice, with a Real 
Live Case Study”. Formulated thus, this seems at first sight hardly innovative, 



Perspectives on Mathematical Practices (PMP2002), held at Vrije 
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Hobbes 9. Another informative failure is Brouwer, because Brouwer was 
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of this error doesn't affect our current use of the term "Madagascar"—the social inertia of 
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  Our ability to imitate algorithms flourishes into mathematical genius (in some individuals, 
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in use was made explicit, mathematicians could change it. Why? Because 
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Perspectives on Mathematical Practices (October 24-26, 2002). I also 
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, 25–41.
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at solving certain problems, and they are to be critically assessed, evaluated, 
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schemes that postmodernists are supposed to identify and reject. On both  

from narrative was unnecessary, but since the conference have seen—following a 
quotation from that very book—what appears to be the claim that ‘these two narrative 
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than mistaken, and—a question that has been discussed—what if a work of fiction is 
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schemes that postmodernists are supposed to identify and reject. On both  

from narrative was unnecessary, but since the conference have seen—following a 
quotation from that very book—what appears to be the claim that ‘these two narrative 
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than mistaken, and—a question that has been discussed—what if a work of fiction is 
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human mind by imagining about brains in vats, armadillo minds, thinking 
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philosopher John Searle’s The Rediscovery of the Mind.  Searle (1992: 128), 
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and applicable within the working lives of mathematics teachers. (see, for 
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in the nonstandard model *R, that is, f(x0 + - f(x0) is infinitesimal, for all 
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2  I am grateful to Miguel Gimenez of the University of Edinburgh for translating this paper. 
3  For further detail of the proof see [2], [25] or [12]. 
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, 155–173.
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2002, this volume) whose interests lies in comparing the narratives of 
mathematical products such as publicly produced mathematics texts with 
their similarities to and differences from fiction.  Narratives reside within a 
culture and “a culture is as much a forum for negotiating and re-negotiating 
meaning and for explicating action as it is a set of rules of specifications for 
action”  (Bruner, 1986: 123, original emphasis).  Michael Toolan, writing of 
science that, in the perspective I am taking, can serve as a similar 
disciplinary area to mathematics, said: 
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narratives (Bruner, 1986: 11-13) to be found in mathematics literature and, in 
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and their teachers within the “imaginative” narrative mode (Bruner, 1986: 
13-14) as they refine and reform the shared meanings within their community of 
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two constituent processes … participation and reification” (Ibid: 52, original 

Knowledge was  “a matter of competence with respect to valued 
enterprises” and knowing, “participating in the pursuit of such enterprises” 
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Anthony Peressini1 Dominic Peressini2

Marquette University University of Colorado at Boulder

175

, 175–189.
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We begin the next two sections by examing how mathematical practice 
manifests itself in our distinct research on mathematical knowledge and  



1

The Learning to Teach Secondary Mathematics project (LTSM) is a multi-year 
research project funded in part by the National Science Foundation (NSF Grant 
#REC-9605030 and REC-0087653).  We would like to acknowledge Hilda Borko 
and Lew Romagnano for their work on this aspect of the paper as they are Co-PIs 
with Dominic Peressini on the LTSM project.
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2. EDUCATION THEORY:  A SITUATIVE 
PERSPECTIVE 

177

work of the scientist, but this must be done on scientific grounds. 

inquiry) — so again we look to our best (scientific) account of how we know 



2.1 Proof and justification 

178



Many mathematicians and mathematics educators view proof as a social 
process engaged in by members of a community of mathematical practice.  
Proponents of this view describe proof as “a debating forum” (Davis, 1986, 
p. 352), “a form of discourse” (Wheeler, 1990, p. 3), “a social construct and 
a product of mathematical discourse” (Richards, 1991, p. 23), “a justification 
arising from social interactions” (Balacheff, 1991, p. 93), and “an essentially 
public activity” (Bell, 1976, p. 24).  Consonant with this view of proof is the 
approach to mathematical growth and discovery outlined by Lakatos (1976): 
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3. EDUCATIONAL PRACTICE: WHAT IS A PROOF? 

2

The names of participants and their schools are pseudonyms.
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3

Place a point A on a sheet of paper.  Draw a line through A, 
and draw a point B about an inch from the line.  Use the line 
you drew as a line of reflection, and use the MIRA to find 
the image of the point B.  Use at least five other lines of 
reflection through A to find image points for B.  If you were 
to find the set of images of B across all possible lines of 
reflection through A, what figure would this set of points 
form? Why? 

Given this emerging picture of Ms. Savant’s knowledge of proof, we 
were drawn to a particular incident observed during her student teaching. In 
this class, Ms. Savant conducted an activity that she hoped would make an 

181



important connection for her students. In this activity, students cut paper 
circles into sectors and rearranged the sectors to form a rectangle-like figure.  
Ms. Savant then posed a series of questions about the figure, to help students 
connect the formula for the area of a rectangle to the formula for the area of 
a circle. She concluded by telling her students that they had just proved the 
formula for the area of a circle: “You cut up the area, you rearranged it, and 
you proved that the area [of a circle] is ‘pi-r-squared.’ That’s great!”   

We were interested in Ms. Savant’s use of the word “proved” in this 
context. In the interview conducted later that day, the we asked Ms. Savant 
whether she thought the sectors-of-a-circle activity was a proof.  In her 
response, Ms. Savant described proof as an informal sense-making process 
that shows why something is true. 

She commented further,  

   

Ms. Savant contrasted this notion of a formal proof with that of an 
informal proof, or convincing argument, which is acceptable and appropriate 
in a high school classroom.  
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4. PHILOSOPHICAL DIFFERENCES AND 
RECONCILIATION 
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collection of components — indicated by terms like skills, abilities, insights, 

organizational structure — not in any obvious way primarily insight/learning 
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mathematical knowledge — both directly in application to the world and 



(1) s  =  0.999…   | definition 
(2) 10s = 9.999…  | multiplying both sides by 10 
(3) 9s = 9.0     | subtracting s from both sides and (1) 
(4) s = 1.0     | dividing both sides by 9 
(5) 0.999… = 1.0  | substitution and (1) 

186

par excellence, proof itself.  Let us point to one further observation raised by 

Notice specifically what it is that is objective in the account just offered — 

1978 or Rav 1999 for discussion and references.)  As an example, consider 
the following elementary proof that 0.999…  = 1.0.   
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Rav, Y. (1999) “Why Do We Prove Theorems?”, Philosophia Mathematica 7:1, pp. 5-41. 
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, 191–213.
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There is much else of value in the wider study about teachers’ learning in a 
context of curriculum change, all of which falls beyond the scope of this 
paper. Indeed, one part of the wider study has been reported by Brodie, 
Lelliott and Davis (2002) and reveals the difficulties involved in substantive 
change in school mathematical practice. 
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1. articles by teachers, relating to class room experiences or presenting 
material they have themselves developed; 
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2. articles by professional scientists, introducing new research that is either 
potentially relevant for use in the classroom, or serves as valuable 
background information; 

3. contributions to the problem corner and articles which are, in one way or 
another, a response to some of the questions already posed there. 
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dimensional affine subspace of the plane, which is algebraically translated 
into a pair of parametric equations. 
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additive and the decimal positional system. (The Ionic system is positional 
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(paraphrasing Immanuel Kant) said, as I remember, “Without history, the 
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“More Mathematical People.” It is true that mathematicians' talk about 

anthropologically? How are their activities organized—institutionally, 
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Mathematical Practices.” The night before my lecture, I checked Lax's 
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